



Shakespeare’s Hand in Sir Thomas More: Some Aspects of the Paleographic Argument”


SHAKESPEARE’S HAND IN SIR THOMAS MORE:




The manuscript of The Booke of Sir Thomas Moore (Harley MS. 7368) is replete with so many and such various puzzles that they alone will continue to win the attention of scholars so long as they remain unsolved.  However esoteric some of the research may be, the attention is deserved, not only because the puzzles are inherently interesting but also because their solution would reveal much about the processes of authorial collaboration, relations between writers and dramatic companies, the practices of playhouse scribes, and the relations between dramatic companies and the office of the Master of Revels.  Moreover, if Shakespeare’s hand could be established beyond question, and if the manuscript could be dated with some accuracy,​[1]​ much would be learned about his early career as a writer, especially his relations with several other dramatists.

The question of Shakespeare’s hand in Sir Thomas More was first raised a little over a hundred years ago.​[2]​  It has, of course, been much discussed ever after.​[3]​  Since the question was most vigorously discussed in the decade after World War I, there has been a decided shift of opinion toward an increasingly skeptical acceptance of the attribution.  One reason for this drift is that greater knowledge about Elizabethan manuscripts and documents, scribal practices, and handwriting has somewhat undermined the early confident claims for attribution.

Those claims have variously emphasized paleographic and literary considerations.  Originally, Richard Simpson focused his attention on critical and historical matters in offering Shakespeare as the author of certain portions of the play.  He found that “there is nothing whatever in the character of the handwriting [of those portions] to militate against this supposition.”​[4]​  Simpson, however, did not feel that the paleographic data provided a sufficient basis for a conjecture pointing to Shakespeare’s authorship of these portions.​[5]​  But apparently because some portions identified by Simpson on literary grounds as Shakespeare’s no longer were accepted as his and because paleography appeared to offer a certain and scientific basis for an argument for attribution, subsequent efforts by Thompson and Greg emphasized this possibility.  Later, others offered corroborative arguments based on similarities of imagery and ideas.​[6]​  In the past thirty years, reviews of the problem have offered balanced summaries of both paleographic and literary considerations, generally implying {241} that the weaknesses of the one are remedied by the strengths of the other.  The collaborative Shakespeare’s Hand in “The Play of Sir Thomas More” is an early example of this procedure.  This strategy is, however, somewhat disingenuous.  First of all, nonpaleographic arguments may reach the same conclusion as paleographic ones, but they cannot strengthen the paleographic arguments themselves.  Second, historically, nonpaleographic arguments, except Simpson’s, have been adduced to confirm a preexisting conclusion.  In addition, other attributions have been based on solely paleographic grounds.  The paleographic argument, then, is central to any attribution of Addition IIc in hand D to Shakespeare.​[7]​  It is this argument to which I wish to give my attention.





At the very least, a paleographic argument for identification must establish a greater similarity between a known and an unknown hand than that between another known hand and the unknown hand.  But an argument meeting this minimal condition does no more than state a hypothesis requiring further research.  What distinguishes an argument satisfying minimal requirements from a conclusive one is the latter’s exhaustive application of all research procedures to the complete body of possible data.  Of course, such absolute conclusiveness is almost never obtained, but for practical, not theoretical, reasons.  Still, we can establish an argument as conclusive in a reasonable sense.  We can apply the research procedures exhaustively to all possible data at hand.  And on the basis of that data and other information, we can establish that the possibility of or the proportion of pertinent data not at hand is or is not likely to be significant.  These commonplaces are those underlying not merely paleographic arguments for identification but all scientific enterprises.  The “general impres- {242} sion” or the “personal impression” to which paleographers and their adherents too frequently appeal runs counter to their claim that paleography is a science.​[9]​  An “impression” is a hypothesis waiting to be tested, not evidence for that hypothesis.

If the principles of scientific methodology may usefully serve as a model for appraising a paleographic argument, we should turn next to the questions that arise immediately: how much data is at hand, and is the data sufficient for comparison? The answers to these questions are relatively straightforward.  In Shakespeare’s hand are fourteen words in nine different orthographic representations.  These words comprise eleven lower case and three upper case letters.​[10]​  In hand D are over 1,200 words in over 525 different orthographic representations.  These words comprise twenty-four lower case and twelve upper case letters.​[11]​  These figures suggest rather forcefully that any attempt at attribution other than a conjectural one must overcome the paucity of data by which to establish Shakespeare’s hand as a reliable control.  Such a control is indispensable to ascertaining the identity of an unknown hand.  But these merely quantitative considerations are not more unpromising than qualitative ones.

The effort to identify an unknown hand depends largely upon the reliability of the control.  If we can arrive at a generally accurate, if not altogether precise, account of Shakespeare’s hand, then we can go a long way toward establishing a control by which to ascertain whether Addition IIc is his.  Such an account must encompass a description of the character of the control as well as the possible sources of distortion.  In particular, the character of the control includes the nature of the composition (literary or nonliterary), the kind of composition (personal, business, legal), the specific style (Italian or English or subvarieties),​[12]​  and the state of the manuscript (foul papers or fair copy), as well as individual paleographic features of a distinctive sort.  It goes without saying that legibility and certainty of attribution are mandatory.  At its best, the control will match each of these factors with those of the unknown hand or account for differences between the two hands.

What can be said, then, of Shakespeare’s signatures as a reliable control for attributing Addition IIc to him? The answer is, very little.  All six specimens of Shakespeare’s hand are signatures affixed to nonliterary, legal documents.  The hand is the common secretary hand in which occurs an occasional Italian s and h.​[13]​  The documents are all official ones not to be recopied for signing.  Signatures 1, 2, and 6 are generally clearly legible; signatures 3, 4, and 5 are to varying degrees not so.  Variations among these six signatures raise problems for establishing a reliable control, a point to which I shall return.

Addition IIc differs qualitatively from the control provided by the six Shake- {243} speare signatures.  Folios 8 and 9 are literary in nature.​[14]​  The writing is a common secretary hand with only two clearly Italian letters, S and r in the marginal speech heading “Seriant” (l. 139).”​[15]​  The writing on the three pages is unclear but tolerably determinate.  The corrections in hand D are few and insignificant.  Except for subsequent deterioration of folio 8, Addition IIc presents as legible and neat an appearance as any other portion of the manuscript.  Despite the few alterations in another hand, it is not unreasonable to conclude that the addition is fair copy.  If Addition IIc is not fair copy, it differs the more markedly from the six Shakespeare signatures, for the writing would presumably be less governed by considerations of legibility than it would be on legal documents.  Thus, only in respect of the general sort of hand is a similarity between the control and the unknown hand established.  This is not an insignificant fact, but it is one whose significance is diminished by the commonness of the secretary hand.

Having compared the character of the control to that of the unknown hand, we must now consider some of those elements of distortion that may affect the control.  The possibilities are legion.  The interaction of different papers, inks, and pens can be very important.  For instance, blots in S1 and S2 may result from overly inked pens; the paper of S3 seems not to have taken the ink very well, with the result that discontinuities make it difficult to know the shape of the letters.  Moreover, chemical reactions over long periods of time may introduce distortions of various sorts, making precise determinations of the methods by which the letters were formed impossible.  Simple physical changes introduce some difficulties in reading S4 and S5, where wrinkles produce apparent discontinuities.  Of great interest and importance is the condition of the writer, a consideration which has occupied a very prominent part in arguments for attributing Addition IIc to Shakespeare.

In some ways, a man’s signature reflects his immediate circumstances, his mood, his health, and—some would go so far as to say—his personality.  These matters bulk large in Thompson’s argument and are set forth fully in Shakespeare’s Handwriting and subsequent discussions.”​[16]​  His explanations of the particular characteristics of each signature depend upon his accounts of Shakespeare’s circumstances, mood, and health on each occasion—for which there is only very slight evidence, and that impeachable.  That Shakespeare was discomfited by the circumstances surrounding his signing legal documents and wrote in an irregular manner or resorted to an earlier style of writing is not much less problematic than any other speculation about him on those occasions.  The circumstances attending his will and its signing are far from clear; something so apparently simple as the order in which the three sheets were signed is still moot.”​[17]​  But the issue has been central to the contentions that Shakespeare was very ill at the signing and, consequently, that variations in {244} the signatures on his will reflect his illness.  If the arguments are largely unsubstantiated at best, they are sophistical at worst.  Not only do they explain one uncertainty by reference to another, but they are constructed to forestall criticism.

Thompson’s arguments pursue two lines.  One argument concerns problems with the differences among the signatures in the will.  To account for these differences, an order of signing its three pages is developed whereby the very legible words “By me William” precede the surname in S6 and signatures S4 and S5.  This order makes possible the conjecture that Shakespeare was ill at the time of signing, began well, but finished badly the signatures required on the three pages.  If the introductory words be regarded as illegible or if the order of signing follow the order of pagination, that conjecture and the entire description of Shakespeare’s hand would have to be altered.  The other argument concerns problems between the signatures and Addition IIc.  If the letters are identical or similar, their correspondence supports Thompson’s attribution; if they differ, then allowance must be made for the writer’s ill health, arrived at by the character of the hand itself.  A study of one letter in Thompson’s argument will illustrate this point.

Thompson’s views change remarkably on the question of the uppercase B of S6.  In Shakespeare’s Handwriting, he says, “The firmness and legibility of the first three words, ‘By me William,’ as compared with the weakness and malformation of the surname and of both the other two signatures, are very striking.”  Three years later, in a letter to the Times Literary Supplement, he characterizes the same B quite differently.  In rebuttal to an argument against identifying the uppercase B’s of Addition IIc and S6, he says,

I see no reason to doubt that the principle of its construction is the same as that of the “B” of the addition.  But remember that, at the time of the execution of his will, Shakespeare was a dying man, and, moreover, was apparently suffering from some nervous affection (writer’s cramp, perhaps) which prevented his writing legibly and, in fact, on this occasion caused his signature to break down deplorably.  We must not, therefore, be surprised to find the “B” in question imperfectly written, patched up, and the lines distorted and entangled.

We cannot explain away this discrepancy by reference to a change of mind during the three intervening years; the discrepancy is more satisfactorily explained by reference to the different tactical uses to which one argument or the other is used.  For four years later both views in different contexts appear in Thompson’s contribution to Pollard’s Shakespeare’s Hand in “Sir Thomas More.” {245}

This failure to accomplish the signature [S6] successfully after beginning so well may primarily be attributed to Shakespeare’s physical condition. . . .by a supreme effort he braced himself to the task, and, with the sense of the formality of the occasion strong upon him, he began to write very fairly well, in scrivener style, with the formal words ‘By me.’  Again under the same influence of formality, he even introduced among his letters certain ornamental preliminary up-strokes . . . and thus he succeeded in writing his Christian name.  But then he came to an obstacle; his failing hand was evidently too weak to form correctly the difficult English S of his surname; his effort was exhausted, and the rest of the signature was finished with painful effort.

Later he says of this uppercase B “The capital B written by Shakespeare at the head of the words ‘By me’ prefixed to Signature No. 6 is constructed on the same lines as the letter in the Addition just described; but, owing to his infirmity, it is malformed, and the base-line rises too high.””​[18]​  This having it both ways makes disproof impossible.  Unfortunately, a theory which cannot be disproved also cannot be proved.

Everyone has pointed out the problems inherent in identifying two hands separated by about twenty years.”​[19]​  To bridge the gap of differing circumstances, mood, and health, what is needed are precise, empirically-founded principles that account for each possible distortion, both in general and particular, and for the interaction of each with all others.  But such principles do not and may never exist.  To put the matter bluntly, it is a little too much to ask of one considering a paleographic argument that he contract for a medical history as well.

Distortions in folios 8 and 9 of Sir Thomas More are not of a sort to impede its identification with a reliable control, if there were one.  Both recto and verso of folio 8 are marred by a few small holes in the sheet and by blurring and fading apparently caused by a tissue overlay and the dispersion of the ink in the paper.  Even so, a large proportion of the writing is tolerably legible to the eye and bears up to scrutiny under magnification.  Folio 9 is in fine condition and is clear throughout.  Thompson notices a change in writing as the text progresses.  According to him, in the lighter, earlier part of Addition IIc, the style is rapid and fanciful, as the length and fineness of descenders indicate.  But as the comic action approaches the more serious business of dealing with the unruly mob, the writing, especially in More’s speech, becomes slower and more deliberate, again as the shortness and thickness of the descenders indicate.​[20]​  In a general way, such a distinction may be made, but its meaning is not so clear as Thompson argues.  For instance, the p’s of “peace peace” (l. 173) {246} are taken as being of a variety not found elsewhere and of a deliberate, three-step construction.  “The p is a short, truncated letter, not unlike an ordinary printer’s Roman lower-case p, having a short vertical stem commencing with a small hook or serif on the left, then a short horizontal cross-bar is drawn to form the base of the head-loop, which is completed by the addition of the necessary curve.”​[21]​  Greg is dubious, for the construction of this letter is not different from that of a common variety found throughout Addition IIc.​[22]​  It is as easy to account for whatever change exists by reference to a progressive settling into the task or an increasing weariness with writing as it is to account for it by appeal to some assumed paleographic-aesthetic correspondence, which needs more than assertion for substantiation.  And if Addition IIc is fair copy, paleographic distinctions reflecting changes in the creative process evaporate.

The conclusion which attributes Addition IIc of Sir Thomas More to Shakespeare continues to be repeated despite intermittent objections on various points both general and particular.  An undercurrent of dissatisfaction is surprisingly evident in Greg’s appraisal.  “To this conviction on the part of an experienced paleographer at the end of an exhaustive investigation I cannot but attach great weight.  But nothing is more difficult than to convey to others the grounds, however valid, upon which such a conviction is based.”​[23]​  But the application of the standards of scientific methodology, standards to which paleographers themselves appeal, refuses such an indulgence.  What is not readily verifiable by others is not scientific, for there is no “conviction” scientifically arrived at and thereby “valid” unless others employing the same methods on the same materials can achieve the same conclusions.  The recognition of similarities (or differences) and the weight attached to them ought to be demonstrable on the one hand and justifiable on the other.









If one result of my review is to disabuse us of a perdurable but mistaken belief in the soundness of the paleographic argument for attribution, it will have served some useful purpose.  But another result is to suggest, not for the first time nor in a new way, some of the demanding requirements of the paleographic enterprise.  If no answers to the questions of Shakespeare’s hand in the manuscript of Sir Thomas More may be expected from paleography in the near future, at least until some systematic method of establishing the character of individual handwriting is achieved, we might look to the larger field of descriptive bibliography for results.  For example, the watermarks in the manuscript are of two different kinds, and one kind occurs only in the pages attributed to hand S while the other kind occurs only in the pages attributed to hands A, B, C, D, and E.​[32]​  The distribution of these watermarks, together with the varying character of the chainlines, is one basis for collating the additions, hypothesizing their transmission, and reconsidering one distinction of hands in the manuscript.​[33]​  Perhaps to say that no results may be expected from a paleographic examination of Sir Thomas More is a little extreme.  Because the manuscript itself provides sufficient data for all these hands distinguished by Greg, except perhaps hand E, his distinction between hands C and D might profitably be reappraised.  Greg based the distinction, now generally accepted {249} but not early recognized, on a slight difference in the tendency to form a single letter one way rather than another.  If the distinctions are valid, many of the problems of provenience, transmission, and authorship remain; if some distinctions are invalidated, some of these problems may be resolved or at least clarified through reformulation.  A new critical edition of the play may well be in order.​[34]​
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^1	  Proposed dates for the manuscript range from 1589 to the later years of Elizabeth’s reign.  Generally, they fall between 1590 and 1596.  Since I. A. Shapiro, “The Significance of a Date,” ShS, 8 (1955), 100-105, the tendency has been to view the date as earlier rather than later within the period.  The date 1590 is now established as that on the manuscript of John a Kent and John a Cumber.  However, it is not yet clear when that date was written or how it bears upon the date of Sir Thomas More, with which that play is bound.
^2	  Richard Simpson, “Are There Any Extant MSS. in Shakespeare’s Handwriting,” N&Q, 4th Ser., 8 (1 July 1871), 1-3.
^3	  The following references are but some of the more important contributions to the discussion.  I have listed them in roughly chronological order.  James Spedding, “Shakespeare’s Handwriting,” N&Q, 4th Ser., 10 (21 September 1872), 227-28.  W. W. Greg, ed., The Book of Sir Thomas More, Malone Society Reprints (1911; rpt. London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1961), with a supplement to the introduction by Harold Jenkins; E. Maunde Thompson, Shakespeare’s Handwriting: A Study (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1916); and “Correspondence,” TLS (12 June 1919), p. 325, and TLS (4 August 1921), pp. 499-500.  George Greenwood, Shakespeare’s Handwriting (London: Bodley Head, 1920); “Correspondence,” TLS (10 June 1920), p. 368; TLS (8 July -1920), p. 441; TLS (7 July 1921), pp. 436-37.  M. A. Bayfield, “Correspondence,” TLS (30 June 1921), p. 418; TLS (18 August 1921), p. 533.  A. W. Pollard and J. Dover Wilson, eds., {250} Shakespeare’s Hand in “The Play of Sir Thomas More” (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1923).  E. Maunde Thompson, “The Handwriting of the Three Pages Attributed to Shakespeare Compared with His Signatures” in Pollard and Wilson, pp. 57-112.  R. B. McKerrow, review of Shakespeare’s Hand in the Play of “Sir Thomas More,” ed. Alfred Pollard, The Library, NS, 4 (1923), 238-42.  George Greenwood, The Shakespeare Signatures and “Sir Thomas More” (London: Cecil Palmer, 1924); “Correspondence,” TLS (6 November 1924), p. 710; TLS (15 January 1925), p. 40.  Samuel A. Tannenbaum, “Shakespere’s Unquestioned Autographs and the Addition to Sir Thomas More,” SP, 22 (April 1925), 133-60; “The Booke of Sir Thomas Moore” (A Bibliotic Study) (New York: Tenny Press, 1927); Problems in Shakespere’s Penmanship: Including a Study of the Poet’s Will (New York: Century, 1927).  W. W. Greg, review of Problems in Shakespere’s Penmanship, Including a Study of the Poet’s Will and “The Booke of Sir Thomas Moore” (A Bibliotic Study), by Samuel A. Tannenbaum, TLS (24 November 1927), p. 871; TLS (1 December 1927), p. 908.  R. C. Bald, “The Book of Sir Thomas Moore and Its Problems,” ShS, 2 (1949), 44-6-1.  R. A. Huber, “On Looking Over Shakespeare’s ‘Secretarie,’” Stratford Papers on Shakespeare 1960, ed. B. A. W. Jackson (Toronto: W. J. Gage, 1961), pp. 51-70.  Thomas Clayton, The “Shakespearean” Addition in “The Booke of Sir Thomas Moore”: Some Aids to Scholarly and Critical Studies (Dubuque, Ia.: Wm. C. Brown, 1969).  Clayton’s use of quotation marks reveals as graphically as I could desire the present climate of uncertainty regarding the attribution.
^4	  Simpson, p. 3.
^5	  One of the signatures which Simpson accepted as Shakespeare’s is no longer so regarded.  Because the signature on the Bellott-Mountjoy deposition was not discovered until 1910, he cannot be referring to it.  Probably he was referring to the signature, now generally regarded as a forgery, in a copy of Florio’s translation of Montaigne’s Essays.
^6	  R. W. Chambers, “The Expression of Ideas-Particularly Political Ideas-in the Three Pages and in Shakespeare,” in Pollard and Wilson, pp. 142-87; “Some Sequences of Thought in Shakespeare and in the 147 Lines of ‘Sir Thomas More,”‘ MLR, 26 (July 1931), 251-80.  Caroline F. E. Spurgeon, “Imagery in the Sir Thomas More Fragment,” RES, 6 (July 1930), 257-70.
^7	  Greg, in preparing the first and only critical edition of the play, identified seven hands in the text, designating them as hands T, S, A, B, C, D, and E.  He also distinguished six additions to the original text, of which he divided the second into three parts later given the designations IIa, IIb, IIc to reflect three different hands in it.  Addition IIc is the one attributed to Shakespeare.  Jenkins, p. xxxiv, summarizes the various attributions now accepted with “varying degrees of confidence”: T (Tilney), S (Munday), A (Chettle), B (Heywood), C (a playhouse book-keeper), D (Shakespeare), and E (Dekker).  I have used Greg’s line numbering throughout; Thompson numbers the lines of Addition IIc only, from 1 to 147.
^8	  Huber, p. 66.
^9	  See Pollard and Wilson, p. 13; Percy Simpson, “The Play of ‘Sir Thomas More’ and Shakespeare’s Hand in It,” The Library, 3rd Ser., 8 (1917), 86. {251}
^10	  My figures are based on Thompson’s transcriptions in Shakespeare’s Handwriting, pp. 4-5, as are my designations of the six signatures claimed as Shakespeare’s ‘s.’ The abbreviations S1 through S6 represent the signatures on the Bellott-Mountjoy deposition (1612), the Blackfriars conveyance (1613), the Blackfriars mortgage deed (1613), and the three pages, 1 to 3, of the will (1616).
^11	  My figures are based on Clayton’s orthographical index to Addition IIc, pp. 22-38.
^12	  For a valuable historical and taxonomic discussion of Elizabethan hands, see Hilary Jenkinson, “Elizabethan Handwritings: A Preliminary Sketch,” The Library, 4th Ser., 3 (1922), 1-34.
^13	  Huber, pp. 61-62.
^14	  Peter W. M. Blayney, “The Booke of Sir Thomas Moore Re-Examined,” SP, 69 (April 1972), 167-91, has announced the existence of writing in hand D on folio 9v, heretofore “described as blank by every commentator since Dyce” (p. 168).
^15	  Huber points out that differences in the frequencies of these forms between Addition IIc and the six signatures “modifies the significance of a similarity” (p. 61).
^16	  Thompson, Shakespeare’s Handwriting, pp. 4-19, 27-29; “Correspondence”; “Handwriting,” pp. 58-67.
^17	  Thompson indicates his position in Shakespeare’s Handwriting, pp. 12-13, and in “Handwriting,” pp. 61-62.  Greenwood’s position is outlined in “Correspondence.”
^18	  Thompson’s statements may be found in Shakespeare’s Handwriting, pp. 12-13; “Correspondence,” TLS (12 June 1919), p. 325; “Handwriting,” pp. 61-62, 105, respectively.  A similar argument may be advanced against Thompson’s account of S2 and S3.
^19	  Richard D. Altick, The Scholar Adventurers (New York: Free Press, 1966), p. 157, states that “It is axiomatic in handwriting analysis that a scientific comparison of handwriting must use as ‘control’ a genuine specimen written at the same time as the suspected document.”  It is an axiom more honored in the breach than in the observance.
^20	  Thompson, Shakespeare’s Handwriting, pp. 41-44; “Handwriting,” pp. 68-69.
^21	  Thompson, “Handwriting,” pp. 73-74.
^22	  Greg, review, p. 908.
^23	  Ibid.
^24	  E. K. Chambers, William Shakespeare: A Study of Facts and Problems, I (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1930), 508.  Huber’s discussion pays particular attention to these features.  See note 15.
^25	  Ibid.  Jenkinson, pp. 13-14, makes the same point and illustrates it on plates VIII, X, and XI.
^26	  See Ronald B. McKerrow, An Introduction to Bibliography for Literary Students (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1927), pp. 341-50; Muriel St. Clare Byrne, “Elizabethan Handwriting for Beginners,” RES, I (1925), 198-209.
^27	  I have been unable to examine the manuscript itself.  Instead, I have had to resort to John S. Farmer, ed., The Book of Sir Thomas Moore [Harleian MS. 7368, c. 1590-96] Tudor Facsimile Texts (Folio Series), 1910; (rpt. 1970). {252}
^28	  Jenkinson, pp. 31-32.
^29	  Tannenbaum, Problems, p. 85.
^30	  Thompson, Shakespeare’s Handwriting, p. 27.
^31	  Greg, review, p. 308.  Greg’s point is a logical howler.  First, it supports Thompson’s conclusion by begging the question, by assuming the identity of the six signatures as Shakespeare’s.  Second, it may be refuted by reduction to absurdity.  For if as many as six different writers wrote Shakespeare’s name and the variety of resulting paleographic forms produced a high degree of overlap with the forms in Addition IIc, then more writers would write his name in an even greater variety of forms and produce an even higher degree of overlap. In short, the larger the number of writers, the greater the variety of forms, and the greater the overlap: hardly a persuasive argument for attribution.
^32	  The discrepancy between Greg, ed., The Book of Sir Thomas More, p. v, and Thompson, Shakespeare’s Handwriting, p. 62, on the matter of their existence called my attention to the possibility of their importance.  At my request, Professor William Ingram inspected the manuscript to resolve the discrepancy and kindly made his notes available to me.
^33	  I have discussed these matters in “Watermarks in the Manuscript of Sir Thomas More and a Possible Collation,” SQ (forthcoming).  Blayney argues for two stages of revision separated by some several months, the first falling during the period August-November, 1592, the second falling during the period February and after, until April, 1593.  According to him, folio 7 was revised during the earlier period, folio 16 during the later period.  Since my paper gives the reasons for thinking folios 7 and 16 originally conjugate, however, Blayney’s hypothesis must be reformulated, if not abandoned.
^34	  In a letter to me, Blayney reports that he is preparing a text for Richard Proudfoot’s forthcoming edition of Shakespeare Apochrypha (Oxford: Clarendon Press).
^35	  I wish to express my gratitude to Professor William Ingram and Professor Edmund Creeth, who have offered valuable counsel in this undertaking, to Harriet C. Jameson, Head of the Department of Rare Books and Special Collections at the University of Michigan Library, and to her assistants, Marjorie H. Drake and Beverly J. Schultz, for their cheerful assistance.  {253}
